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PS-P Louvers

Alupro Construction –
spectacular
architectural solutions
Finnish Alupro has more than 50 years of know-how and
experience in developing and building architectural solutions. Years of co-operation with the industry’s leading
architects, construction firms and facade specialists have
enabled Alupro to develop its own products and services
with customers’ wishes and needs in mind. Examples include
the form-lockable AluClik facade and ceiling louvers and
the recently launched AluLimi system for creating visually
striking and totally unique glass facades.

Made of 100 % recyclable
non-ferrous metals

Available in all RAL colors

Alupro’s in-house design engineers in Tuusula Finland, turn
architects’ visions into hard-wearing interiors and exteriors
for any building. Having our own production facility and
powder coating plant ensures a seamless production chain
and high-quality products from design to assembly.
Our core values are customer orientation and high-quality
products and services – now and in the future. We have
ISO 9001 quality certification, ISO 14001 environmental certification, OHSAS 18001 occupational health and
safety certification, and ISO 3834-2 welding certification.
Our products also carry structural steel CE marking to
show compliance with the EN 1090-1 standard in EXC-1
and EXC-2 class.
Alupro is a pioneer in its field, a realiable partner for you
in your finest architectural visions. Our competence is at
your disposal!
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Long-lasting

“Strikingly
unique
facade
solutions”

Supplied with UV protection:
Absorbs 90% of the sun’s rays

Weatherproof in
all conditions

Energy-efficient

Requires no maintenance

Alupro’s customizable PS-P Louvers are ideal for hiding technical systems and giving a visually harmonious
and striking look to many different kinds of facades.
PS-P Louvers are custom-made from aluminum, brass,
copper or acid-proof steel to the architect’s desired
shape and size.
They can be painted any color at Alupro’s powder
coating plant. The coating process also gives the
louvers a UV-resistant finish, which makes them
hard-wearing and weatherproof. Alupro’s UV-protected PS-P Louvers provide a high degree of privacy and
absorb as much as 90% of the sun’s radiant energy.
Material options are limitless, allowing you to find the
ideal look for your vision. Only your vision is the limit!
The material is 100% recyclable, requires no maintenance apart from cleaning, and can be used in any
weather conditions. PS-P Louvers are easy to assemble, they are lightweight yet strong. These properties
make Alupro’s PS-P Louvers an attractive, durable and
cost-effective solution for all kinds of buildings.
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AluClik Facade Louvers

“A symphony
of shapes
and colors”

Made of 100 % recyclable
non-ferrous metals
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Weatherproof in
all conditions

Available in all RAL colors

Energy-efficient

Long-lasting

Requires no maintenance

Supplied with UV protection:
Absorbs 90% of the sun’s rays

Easy to assemble

Alupro’s cost-effective and attractive AluClik Facade
Louvers are a result of the know-how of a team of ten
design engineers combined with 15 years of experience.
With a choice of more than 20 different slat designs and
stepless slat spacing, AluClik turns architects’ visions
into stylish facades.
Combinations of close to 20 different profiles and
numerous color options create spectacular solutions,
finished to the finest detail. Powder coating allows
AluClik Facade Louvers to be painted any color, and a
UV-resistant finish guarantees durability in all weather
conditions. If necessary the louvers are also given an
anti-graffiti coat that makes them easy to clean.
Tested at Tampere University of Technology in Finland,
the lightweight yet strong, form-lockable louvers are
easy to work with and quick to assemble on site. All the
profiles and frame options are fully compatible with
each other. Some of the AluClik Facade Louvers can also
be used on curved facades, which makes them an excellent solution for hiding technical systems. The interlocking design saves both time and money during assembly.
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“New and
innovative
possibilities
for facade
architecture”

AluLimi Facade System

Weatherproof in
all conditions

Long-lasting

Endless visual
customization
possibilities

Energy-efficient

Requires no maintenance

Alupro invests heavily in cooperation with architects
in order to develop new and innovative facade solutions. A good example of this is Alupro’s new AluLimi
Facade System, which brings a whole new dimension
to unique facade design.
The double facade system combines glass and aluminum seamlessly to inject style and energy efficiency
into different types of facades. Even architects’ most
outlandish visions can be realized with the help of surface finishing options, such as printed images or colors
on the glass. The eye-catching AluLimi glass louvers
can also be replaced by other surface materials, such
as copper, steel or wood, according to the architect’s
wishes. The AluLimi Facade System can also be combined with Alupro’s other facade products, such as
PS-P Facade Louvers and AluClik Louvers.
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Alupro Oy (Ltd)
Pakkasraitti 14
04360 Tuusula
Finland
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Dedicated
account teams

2 Pre-sales engineering
support
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Service-oriented
organizational
structure

4 Leading technology
innovation
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Continuous
product
development

6 Short production
lead times
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Flexible business
finance options

8 Guaranteed
availability of parts
and replacements
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Extended
warranty
contracts

10 Comissioning/
service partner
network

export@alupro.com
+358 20 742 1700
alupro.com
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